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MINUTES OF THE BOARD MEETING OF FESTIVAL 2022 LTD  
(the “Company” and “Festival 2022 Ltd”) 

VIA VIDEO CONFERENCE ON FRIDAY 10 FEBRUARY 2023, 13:30 – 16:30  
for UNBOXED: Creativity in the UK (the “Programme” and “UNBOXED”) 

 

Present: 
Dame Vikki Heywood DBE (VH) 
Dr. Hayaatun Sillem CBE (HS) 
Amali de Alwis MBE (AdA) 
Faraz Tasnim (FT) 

 
Board Chair, Non-Executive Director 
Independent Non-Executive Director 
Independent Non-Executive Director 
Independent Non-Executive Director 

Rob Smith MBE (RS)  
Dr. Maggie Aderin-Pocock MBE (MAP) 

Independent Non-Executive Director  
Independent Non-Executive Director 

Prof. Andrew Thompson CBE (AT) 
Liam Hannaway (LH) 
Roger Lewis (RL) 
Dr. Bridget McConnell CBE (BMcC) 

Independent Non-Executive Director 
Non-Executive Director, representing Northern Ireland 
Non-Executive Director, representing Wales  
Non-Executive Director, representing Scotland 

  
Board Observers Present:   
Nicola Hewer (NH)  
 
Matt Reader (MR)  
 

Richard Walsh (RW)  
Gerwyn Evans (GE) 
 

UK Government, Department for Digital, Culture, Media and 
Sport (“DCMS”) 
UK Government, Department for Digital, Culture, Media and 
Sport (“DCMS”) 
Scottish Government  
Welsh Government  
 

Board Attendees:  
Phil Batty (PB) 
Ian Reid (IR) 
Caroline McGrory (CMcG) 
Sarah Tromans (ST)  
Lucy Bailey (LB) 
Ben McKnight (BMcK) 
Laura O’Flynn (LO’F) 
Holly Wade (HW) 

 
Chief Operating Officer 
Chief Executive & Accounting Officer 
Chief Legal Officer 
Director of Finance 
Project Director 
Communications Director  
Head of Governance & Dissolution (Note-taker) 
Project Manager – Dissolution   

 
Invited attendees: 
Yasmin Damji (YD) 
Richard Hawley (RH)  
Harman Sagger (HSa) 
 

 
 
Head of Evaluation (items 1-2) 
Senior Impact and Evaluation Manager (items 1-2)  
UK Government, Department for Digital, Culture, Media and 
Sport (“DCMS”), Head Economist for Arts, Heritage and 
Tourism (items 1-2) 
  

101/23 Welcome and apologies for absence  

The Chair welcomed all present with apologies received from Louise Hyland.  
 
Welcomed Harman Sagger, Head Economist for Arts, Heritage and Tourism from the 
Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (“DCMS”) who will be in attendance 
for the discussion on the evaluation report.  

 
The Board raised no declaration of interests.   
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102/23 Approval of Minutes and Matters Arising 

The Chair informed of no matters arising and noted no outstanding actions.  

The minutes of the meeting held on 22 November 2022 and 08 December 2022 were 
accepted as an accurate record via email correspondence, with no amends, and had 
been signed by the Chair electronically with a redacted copy published on the 
website. 
 
The Chair noted this would be the last formal Board meeting, with the final meeting 
focused on the solvency declaration. The Chair noted that significant time was 
allocated for the Evaluation Report before the focus moved to preparation for the 
liquidation.   

 
103/23 Evaluation Draft Report    

The Chair invited PB, YD and RH (draft evaluation report and supporting paper taken 
as read) to provide an update. 
 
PB outlined that the first draft Evaluation Report had been reviewed by the 
Evaluation & Monitoring Working Group with technical specialists from all four 
Governments and three Strategic Delivery Bodies. It was confirmed that the report 
had also been shared with the Evaluation Expert Advisory Group, chaired by Has, for 
Peer Review 
 
PB framed the structure for the discussion for the Board: 
 

1. Overview of the key themes already raised through feedback 

2. Discussion on the economic evaluation section 

3. Discussion on the impact evaluation section 

4. Strategic feedback to inform Executive Summary 

PB confirmed that the final Evaluation Report format will collate the impact 
evaluation, economic evaluation, commission annexes and technical annexes with 
an overall executive summary and conclusions.  
 
AdA joined the meeting.  

AT felt he had received a good level of engagement and believed the Board’s 
oversight of the evaluation has had the right level of attention, detail, and degree of 
rigour. Important to remember that this report serves a different purpose to the Board 
Report and case studies, delivering the statistical quantitative and qualitative data 
objectively with analysis based on the short-term outcomes. The statistics in the draft 
evidence a positive impact by UNBOXED. It is important to note the limitations of 
conducting an evaluation of this nature so soon after the programme, but the report 
seeks to address this and places sufficient emphasis on the areas where detailed 
evidence is available. Pleased the team have been able to capture the digital 
economic welfare benefits in this latest draft following the November Board 
discussion on the topic.  
 
An extension discussion took place, with the Board addressing the economic and 
impact documentation in turn. The evaluation team were in attendance to ensure 
detailed comments were fed into the Evaluation & Monitoring Working group. 
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In addition to the detailed comments, the Board noted the following overarching comments:  
 

• Executive Summary – as the evaluation is complex, assessing 7 core 
benefits across a wide-reaching programme, attention should be invested in 
setting out the context, strategic purpose, and unique characteristics up front 
in the report as a summary of the evidence. This will be critical in ensuring the 
evaluation is accessible to the reader and communicating the impact and 
economic benefits delivered through the programme. 
 

• Methodology – the report is consistent with the approved Evaluation 
Framework, and whilst it must clearly state the caveats and limitations of such 
a detailed and comprehensive evaluation, equal space must be given to how 
this evaluation advances the study of major cultural programmes. 
 

• Tone and language – the report should be reflective, accessible – as in easy 
to understand, accurate and clearly align the data and evidence with the 
conclusions drawn. Whilst there is a need to set out specific technical detail, 
notably in respect of economic modelling, Maryland Scientific Method Scales 
and Green Book appraisal; this should be done in a manner that is helpful to 
the reader in comprehending the material.   

 

• Engagement KPIs – as data has already been published as part of the NAO 
report, a table summarising the final outturn against KPIs should be provided 
early in the report. Narrative should be supported with visual devices 
throughout the report to highlight the richness of the facts.  
 

• Covid Context – this is an important factor that requires attention throughout 
the evaluation and specifically in the alignment to wellbeing and engagement 
as set out in research questions one and two. 
 

• Physical and Non-Physical Balance – the report should consider the 
balance of data and insights drawn across live activity, digital activity, 
broadcast content, participation and learning activities. The Board 
acknowledges there are differing levels of audience data for each of these 
due to the nature of the engagement, but the report should consider the 
programme in the round in assessing the benefits. 

 

• Monetisation of Broadcast – the Board noted it is not possible to include 
monetisation of engagement with broadcast in the economic appraisal due to 
methodological limitations that are consistent with challenges faced by the 
wider cultural sector. The Board welcomed the advancement of the work to 
monetise digital engagement using a methodology consistent with that 
applied in the Full Business Case. 
 

• Cross-UK Collaboration – the evidence of collaboration and engagement 
across four Governments is strong for such a complex and fast paced project 
that has taken place in devolved competencies. This enabled the impacts and 
benefits to occur and should be reflected within the evaluation. 

 

• Four Nation Impact – the Board acknowledged that there will be different 
interpretations across each of the four nations due to the nature of the 
activities delivered within the programme in each geographical footprint. 
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Whilst this is reflected in the report, it will not be possible to assess all 
outcomes at an individual nation-level. 

 

• Research and Development – in evidencing the outcomes and insights 
around innovation, the early creative process should be referenced as an 
input activity in the context of the outputs and outcomes realised. 
 

• Comparator Data for Protective Characteristics – as there is not an overall 
data observatory for major events in the UK, it is difficult to draw direct 
analytical comparisons between events. For example, each of the four Arts 
Councils of the UK (inc. Creative Scotland) collate data separately on cultural 
participation. It was suggested that for some areas, example events and data 
sets could be used to give further context to interpretation of protected 
characteristics within the engaged audience. 

 

• Economic appraisal – the Board welcomed that the aggregate economic 
benefits set out in the draft demonstrated a strong value-for-money position in 
respect of the net social present value. It was commented that the detailed  
methodology for this needed to be explained more clearly, using simpler 
language to make this section more accessible to the reader. 

 

• Presentation of Data – throughout there was a request for more summarised 
information, clearer data tables and use of qualitative evidence to illustrate 
and annotate the conclusions and findings. 

 

• Concluding Remarks – the Board would welcome from the evaluator 
concluding remarks which would support the sectors future evaluation of 
major programmes in undertaking similar studies. 

 

The Board thanked the UNBOXED evaluation team for their comprehensive work in 

collating cross-stakeholder feedback on the report in such short timescales. 

PB and YD felt the Board comments were aligned to the UNBOXED team. A final 
version of the report will be circulated to the Board in March. The Chair and AT 
agreed to provide support in reviewing the subsequent Executive Summary, ensuring 
this too, is circulated to the Board for review and approval ahead of its release.  
 
NH, AT, HSa, YD and RH left the meeting.   

 
104/23 Executive Update (inc. Progress of Legacy Activities and Safeguarding Close 

Out Report)    

The Chair invited PB (paper taken as read) to provide an update. 
 

PB referred to the dissolution section as the programme concludes and the 
dissolution phase becomes more prominent. PB informed that focus was on the 
financial closedown due to conclude 17 February 2023.  
 
PB referred to the legacy appendices within the paper, in relation to progress on 
activity, for information. Updates were provided to the Board on developments for 
each of the 10 commissions in respect of legacy plans. 
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PB provided the Board with an update on Tour de Moon. It was noted that there was 
an ongoing discussion between UNBOXED and Tour de Moon regarding a 
documentary produced on the project. PB confirmed he had provided feedback to the 
project on this, reflecting the strategic objectives of UNBOXED. 
 
The Board approval of the legacy enhancement activity for dreamachine, undertaken 
via email correspondence, was formally noted in the meeting. 
 

 MR joined the meeting. 
 
The Board noted the strength of legacy activity across the 10 commissions and 
welcomed the update. The Board requested more information on how the evaluation 
report and legacy would be communicated. 
 
PM confirmed there is a plan in place for how UNBOXED will disseminate the 
evaluation. In addition, the team is investing time in focused conversations to embed 
and engage existing and new partners throughout the remaining period. 
 
A suite of materials, documents, images, and impact statements will be provided. 

 
It was noted that UNBOXED had been referenced in a Public Accounts Committee 
Meeting on the 23 January 2023. 
 
As UNBOXED is within the Governments Major Project Portfolio, it was highlighted 
that the final IPA Gateway 5 review had been completed and the project rated green. 
The Board and the Executive thanked MR and DCMS for their extensive work in 
achieving this outcome. UNBOXED will now be removed from the GMPPR. 
 
The Board asked DCMS to ensure the learning is embedded across Government 
departments and that there is a vehicle to share lessons learnt. PB informed that he 
had been invited by DCMS and now completed a session with them that considered 
the challenges and successes from a comms perspective. RW has also asked that 
the lessons learnt are incorporated into Scotland policy.  
 
The final carbon calculations for SEE MONSTER are due to be inserted into the 
Sustainability Report, which will be finalised. The Accessibility Report is due its final 
review. Both reports will be uploaded to VBR for the Board.  

 
The Board noted the contents of the paper and recorded their thanks formerly to Adel 
Al-Salloum for the hard work to gain the successes with the Learning and 
Participation Programme and Safeguarding responsibilities.   

 

IT WAS RESOLVED THAT THE BOARD approved and closed the Safeguarding 

Report.  

105/23 Corporate and Financial Report     

The Chair invited FT (paper taken as read) to provide an update. 
 

FT referred to the appendices within the paper, which included the full ARAC Pack 
from the meeting on 25 January 2023.  
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The Committee were comfortable with the final underspend position on the basis that 
DCMS will provide an indemnity for contingent liabilities and the budget provision for 
this can be released and returned to DCMS as no longer required for liquidation. 
 
The strong financial management of the budget was noted and the Board endorsed 
all the recommendations presented. It was agreed the focus for UNBOXED should 
now be in a controlled close down only.  
 
FT thanked his fellow Committee Directors, NAO, PwC, Executive Team and Finance 
Team for their contributions and support which delivered a strong Committee. The 
Committee Directors thanked FT for his due diligence as a Chair. 
 
PB informed the last bank payment is scheduled on 20 February and following this a 
final closing out budget position will be confirmed. 

 
The Chair asked for clarification on the residual risks within the strategic risk 
landscape. PB informed that was the status on 25 January and all have now closed 
with the exception of the red rated risk on workforce which is being managed until the 
15 March 2023.  

 
 The Board noted the contents of the paper.  
 

IT WAS RESOLVED THAT THE BOARD:  

• noted the Financial Management and Balance position paper and 

approved the final budget.  

• noted the final position of the Strategic Risk Landscape paper and 

accepted the final risk position for dissolution. 

• noted the Programme Closure approach and current position.  

The Chair, on behalf of the Board, gave a vote of thanks to the Committee for their 
dedication, diligence and contributions. She gave specific thanks to FT for an 
extraordinarily accomplished term of office as Chair of ARAC which exemplified the 
due diligence required for such a role. She thanked him for the considerable time he 
had so generously dedicated.  

 

IT WAS RESOLVED THAT THE BOARD approved closure of the Audit, Risk and 

Assurance Committee and power delegated to the Committee returned to the 

Board.  

 

106/23 Liquidation    

The Chair invited CMcG (paper taken as read) to provide an update. 
 

CMcG emphasised the closeout of contracts and final payments. Focus is on the 
remote logistics to sign the Declaration of Solvency with an independent lawyer 
witnessing before the liquidators are formerly appointed. All Directors present must 
dial-in to Board meeting on 15 March from a laptop with good Wi-Fi. The declaration 
will be sent to each Director one-by-one, in a live series, sharing the screen via 
Teams for the lawyer to witness.  
 
CMcG confirmed all Directors will require photo identification for the meeting. 
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HS sent her apologies for the 15 March. CMcG confirmed that Board majority will 
remain for the signing. The document will be circulated in advance for review and to 
ensure any questions are raised in advance of the meeting, which will allow the 
meeting to run efficiently in preparation for the OC Board that follows the same day.  

 
It was agreed the Board will be sighted on the wording within indemnity letter in 
advance of the meeting which will be circulated, and that the final OC ARAC will 
conclude on 6 March.  
 
The Board noted the issues highlighted within the paper for their consideration.  

 
107/23 Any Other Business  

Reflections and closing remarks 

The Board acknowledged this was the last formal Board meeting. 

The Chair thanked the Board, attendees, and the Executive and wider team for all 

their hard work and contributions to this and all previous meetings.  

On behalf of the Board the Chair formally thanked BMcK for his skill and dedication. 

He had determinedly steered UNBOXED through the naming process and a highly 

complex journey of marcomms management, achieving a considerable range and 

quality of coverage in the UK and internationally, landing a brand, and promoting a 

positive enduring message in support of the 10 projects and the wider festival.  

The Chair formerly thanked LB for her valued attendance at Board and appreciated 

the sound legal advice given, often at speed.  

The Chair offered the Board’s vote of thanks to HS for  her dedication, her challenge 

and her support. The Chair gave personal thanks to HS in her Deputy role. She 

greatly appreciated the support given in advising her both wisely and appropriately.  

 

Close of meeting  

The meeting closed at 16:10. The date of the next meeting was confirmed as the final 

Board meeting to sign the Declaration of Solvency on 15 March 2023, 10:00 – 12:00.   

Distribution by email unless stated otherwise: 
Board Directors, Board Observers, Executive Management Team  
 
Date sent to Chair:   18 February 2023 
Date returned to Administrator:  20 February 2023 
Date of distribution:   22 February 2023 


